A threshold can be determined with high accuracy for a stimulating current on the basis of its ability to arouse phosphenes in the stimulated retina. Motokawa (3) studied effects of colored lights upon the electrical sensitivity of the eye and found that the sensitivity is enhanced with a temporal pattern characteristic of the wave-length of the light used. This effect will be called "a color effect" in the following.
A threshold can be determined with high accuracy for a stimulating current on the basis of its ability to arouse phosphenes in the stimulated retina. Motokawa (3) studied effects of colored lights upon the electrical sensitivity of the eye and found that the sensitivity is enhanced with a temporal pattern characteristic of the wave-length of the light used. This effect will be called "a color effect" in the following.
In further studies on the color effect it was found difficult to determine a threshold accurately in some color-defective subjects whose eyes were much less sensitive to electrical stimulation than the normal eyes. In these subjects, however, the accuracy was improved by reducing the number of trials in the determination of a threshold, and this was ascribed to a greater liability to fatigue in the color-defective persons.
According to a private communication from L. A. Riggs, the enhancement of electrical sensitivity caused by an illumination was confirmed in his laboratory, but the error was too great to allow detection of any color effect described by Motokawa. The method used in his laboratory was essentially the same as ours except for the way of grading the intensity of electrical stimulus. They used a descending series of stimulus presentations. The series was begun with presentation of a stimulus which produced a clearly visible phosphene. After a positive response, the intensity of the test stimulus was decreased to a value 98per cent of the preceding one. This procedure was continued, with each electrical stimulus being98per cent of the preceding one, as long as the subject continued to respond positively. They designated this procedure a method of equal logarithmic steps. This method is, at first sight, very similar to ours, but differs from the latter in that a greater number of stronger stimuli is applied to the eye.
We applied this method to our well-trained subjects who always yielded accurate data with our routine method, and, to our surprise, the accuracy of measurements was found very unsatisfactory with the equal log steps method; the error of measurements amounted to about10per cent as had been reported by Riggs, while the error did not exceed1per cent with our method. From comparison of the data obtained by the two methods from one and the same subject we could fully understand the negative data concerning the color effect It is to be noted that the S.D. is about20times as great as that of the data obtained by our routine method.
The C-time curves obtained by the equal log steps method of Riggs show no definite form, while those determined by our method have a definite maximum at1second which is characteristic of red light. The color effect is obviously masked by the error in the set of curves d.
In both methods, procedures used near a threshold are as follows: When the stimulus intensity is so much reduced that discrimination of electrical phosphenes from the background activity of the retina becomes difficult, the subject demands comparison procedures in which the stimulus in question and a control stimulus of zero voltage are presented in randomized order.
The subject is requested to name the stronger stimulus. When the answer is correct, further trials are made with a stimulus reduced by one per cent. In the protocols shown in table1correct answers are denoted by plus signs, and wrong answers by minus signs.
Oblique crosses mean that both stimuli to be compared seemed to the subject equally strong.
In our laboratory the criterion for the threshold is not rigidly fixed, but is somewhat different from experimenter to experimenter. In the present investigation we stopped trials when the subject gave two wrong answers out of three trials.
Two responses "equal" were regarded as equivalent to a wrong answer. the conditioning stimuli were2volts in intensity and10in number, each stimulus being separated by an interval of7seconds.
An example of protocols is tabulated in column c in table1. The average of thresholds was920mV and its S. D. 73mV, that is, 7.9per cent of the average.
The error is thus of the same order as in the equal log steps method of descending order.
The c-time curves constructed with the data affected by the conditioning stimuli are shown in fig.1c .
As can be seen in this figure, the color effect otherwise distinct has completely been upset by the conditioning shocks.
Although the intensity of the conditioning shocks used is the highest one that we usually apply to normal subjects it is of the order, usually used in stimulating experiments in neuro physiology.
Most beginners require stimuli of this order to perceive distinct phosphenes.
It is, therefore, surprising that electric shocks of such intensity ET AL. 
Individual difference concerning after-effects
We have, though seldom, encountered some subjects in whom any consistent result could hardly be obtained by our method.
At first we suspected of higher susceptibility to mental fatigue in such cases, but most of them were found quite normal in other mental ability.
One of the present authors belongs to this type.
In this subject the S. D. of10threshold values was higher than5 per cent after2weeks training, while the S.D. in other subjects is always less than1per cent.
On some occasion we attempted to measure electrical thresholds in this subject, fixing the interval of test stimuli at20seconds, and found, to our surprise, that very consistent data were obtained this time; S.D. of10 values was as low as0.7per cent. Similar measurements were performed, varying the interval systematically, and S.D. was determined for each interval. The data are shown in fig.7A . The S.D. in percentage of average increases systematically as the interval is shortened.
For comparison, data obtained from another subject under comparable conditions are shown by the curve B in the same figure.
The steps used in these experiments are shown in left column of table 2. It is obvious that the error is greater in A than in B over the range of intervals usually used in our method.
In a further series of experiment the number of test stimuli was reduced, using greater steps in the beginning of the determination (right columm of table2). The curve B was displaced to the position B' by this change of gradation of test stimuli.
In this case test stimuli may be applied at an interval of6seconds without causing any unfavorable effect upon the accuracy of measurement, 
DISCUSSION
In general, light sensations evoked by electric stimuli are weaker than those caused by photic stimuli.
It is probably due to this situation that one never thought of any disturbing effect of electric test stimuli upon the electrical sensitivity of the eye, while the use of strong photic stimuli is carefully avoided in the determination of the photosensitivity of the retina. So far as electrical stimulation of the eye is concerned, systematic investigations of after-effects date back to Kurosawa's experiment (2). He observed that following a very weak electric stimulus the electrical sensitivity of the dark-adapted eye is temporarily enhanced for several seconds. The time course of enhancement was found to depend upon the wave form of a conditioning electric stimulus just as upon the wave-length of a pre-illuminating light. He, therefore, concluded that a weak electric stimulus acts like a photic stimulus, so far as the effect upon the electrical sensitivity of the eye is concerned. Thereafter Katayama (1) showed that retinal induction was caused by a very weak electric stimulus just as by colored light.
The sort of retinal induction produced depends upon the wave form of the conditioning pulse as does it on the wave-length of the inducing light. They did not investigate the effect of stronger electric stimuli, for the above-mentioned effects were lost sight of, when stronger stimuli were used for conditioning.
We became aware of the after-effect of the type studied in the present experiment only recently after we had received a letter from Dr. Riggs, who proposed the equal log steps method as a safeguard against experimenter bias in the determination of thresholds. As a matter of fact, this method is used in our routine method at the later stage of the determination, that is, after the subject requested comparison procedures.
At this stage the intensity of the test stimulus is99per cent of the preceding one. At the earlier stage, however, we do not use equal log steps, but steps much greater than correspond to equal log steps, because the subject feels distinct phosphenes or at least is sure of phosphenes at this stage so that there is no room for experimenter bias. The reduction of the number of trials using greater steps at the earlier stage is necessary not only for avoiding the unfavorable after-effects of stronger test stimuli, but also for economy of time.
If an equal log steps method is to be used throughout, it should be that of ascending order.
As has been shown above, this method is effective in trained subjects, but cannot be applied to beginners who have no idea of electrical phosphenes.
SUMMARY
In measurements of the photosensitivity of the eye the use of strong test stimuli is carefully avoided, because the state of adaptation of the eye is disturbed by such test stimuli.
Little precaution has, however, been taken to avoid strong electric stimuli in measurements of the electrical sensitivity of the eye, because it has been believed that electric stimuli which cause only weak sensations of light have no disturbing effect upon the state of the eye.
1. It was found that electric stimuli of a few volts or a few hundred ,c2A have a strong depressing effect on the electrical sensitivity of the eye, and that this effect lasts as long as one hour.
2. After application of several electric stimuli of the mentioned order at an interval of7seconds, the determination of thresholds became extremely difficult, and in consequence the accuracy of measurements is strongly affected. For example, the standard deviation (S.D.) of10threshold values determined by the routine method was0.27% of the average. Prior to the determination of each threshold value, 10shocks of2volts were given at an interval of7seconds. The S.D. became7.9%, that is, about30times as high as the value obtained without the conditioning shocks.
3. Keeping this after-effect in mind, a method of equal logarithmic steps proposed by Riggs was criticized.
